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The College of Business and Economics at Boise State University is the primary emphasis Business School in Idaho. With over 100 faculty and professional staff, over 2,500 students, and delivery sites throughout Southern Idaho, the College has degree programs in accounting, computer information systems, economics, finance, international business, management, marketing, and production management. We also serve as an educational resource through our Center for Management Development, the Idaho Small Business Development Center, and the Idaho Council on Economic Education.

OUR VISION
To be a premier business resource in the Northwestern United States.

OUR MISSION
To advance the success of individuals and organizations of Idaho by providing responsive, accessible and high quality educational services in business and economics.
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS & ECONOMICS
GRADUATION CEREMONY

William N. Ruud, Ph.D., Dean
Harry L. White, Ph.D., Associate Dean
1:00 P.M. May 17, 1997
PAVILION

Prelude Music.................................................................Symphonic Winds
Mr. Matt Gillman, Conductor

*Processional

Student Marshals: Bernadette Choutchourrou, Accountancy; Stacy Gordon, Computer
Information Systems & Production Management; Denise Close, Economics; Joe
Goicoechea, International Business; Wendy Adams, Management; Missy Walker-Sitts,
Marketing & Finance; Christoph Tjiang, Master of Business Administration

Welcome and Remarks....................................................................Dr. William N. Ruud
Greetings from the Alumni Chapter..................................................Laura Kubinski

Recognition of Honors:
Top Ten Scholars........................................................................Wendy Adams, Bernadette Choutchourrou,
Joshua Cory, Zeynep Kocablylk
Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award................................Zeynep Kocablylk

Outstanding Seniors
Accountancy ........................................................................Bernadette Choutchourrou.
Idaho Society of CPAs .........................................................Susan Walraven
Computer Information Systems ..................................................Uzma Ahmed
Production & Operations Management ....................................Joshua Cory
Economics.............................................................................Zeynep Kocablylk
International Business.............................................................Angela Mogensen
Management/Entrepreneurial....................................................W. James Egbert
Management/General Business................................................Jeremy Graham
Management/Human Resource ...............................................Daniele Moore
Sales & Marketing Executives of Boise.....................................Chris Mohlman
Marketing..............................................................................Sheri Youren
Finance..................................................................................Jonathan Hopkins
Master of Business Administration..........................................Dana Montony

Presentation of Degrees by Departments
Accountancy ........................................................................Dr. David Koeppen
Computer Information Systems &
Production Management..................................................Dr. Gerald LaCava
Economics...........................................................................Dr. Charles Skoro
International Business........................................................Dr. Alan Frankle
Management........................................................................Dr. Michael Frommueller
Marketing & Finance.............................................................Dr. Dwayne Barney
Master of Business Administration.........................................Dr. Harry White

Concluding Remarks ..................................................................Dr. William N. Ruud

*Recessional
Reception for graduates, their family, and friends immediately follows
in Maggie’s Café, Student Union Building

*Audience will please stand
HONOR ROLL

BACCALAUREATE

Summa Cum Laude (3.95 to 4.00 Grade Point Average)
M-Wendy Diane Adams

Magna Cum Laude (3.75 to 3.94 Grade Point Average)
D-Uzma Ahmed
M-Bernadette Marie Choutchourrou
M-Joshua James Cory
M-W. James Egbert
M-Jeremy S. Graham
M-Zeynep Kocabiyik
D-Jason L. Mefford
M-Angela K. Mogensen
D-Jason L. Mefford
D-Lori Renae Yadon

Cum Laude (3.50 to 3.74 Grade Point Average)
M-Denise Marie Close
M-Chad S. Connally
D-Celia Marie Martinez Gardner
M-Joe F. Goicoechea
M-Jacqueline Hibbard
M-Kenneth P. Hrin
D-Coline La Faire Huff
D-Robert Bruce Larson
D-Siiri V Malm
M-Nicole M. Matthews
D-Nola J. Mignanelli
D-Eric Jarvis Minckler
A-Erika L. Molchan
D-Darrin L. Murphey
M-Jason R. Pett

(Calculations for May candidates were made on the basis of grade point average accumulated before the last semester, and there may be differences when final grades are processed. Candidates for second degrees are not eligible for honors designation. All Master candidates must have a minimum grade point average of at least 3.00 and are not eligible for honors designation.)

CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS

BACHELOR OF ARTS, ACCOUNTING
M-Jacqueline Hibbard
D-Lisa Gail Wolfe

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, ACCOUNTING
M-Kevin Alambra
M-Jason Kenneth Boni
D-Carole Ann Bower (S.D.)
M-Christie Jean Bradley
D-Jeffrey A. Bramblet
M-Bryan Kenneth Brown
D-Carol Ann Burkes
M-Ryan D. Butler
M-Joseph L. Castor
M-Bernadette Marie Chouchourou
D-Douglas N. Cornwall
M-Madelene Cress
M-Ben G. Davidson
M-Kari Lynette Davis
M-Pamela Jo DeChambeau
A-David R. Despot
D-Tamara B. Dietrich
M-Michael D. Doxtator
D-John P. Edmiston
M-Gorane Eguren
M-Rebecca Ann Eichhorn (S.D.)
D-Marney F. Eisenberg
M-Sarah Field
M-Meghan O. Fillmore
M-Thomas W. Fischer
D-Lynne LaRae Funker
D-Andrea J. Gates (S.D.)
D-Jeffrey Thomas Gerhardt
M-Michelle C. Giannona
M-Kristine Hall
D-Vicki Lynne Ingelstrom Hancock
M-Michele B. Hanrahan
M-Lisa Jo Hines-Boyd (S.D.)
M-James E. Hodges
D-Kimberly K. Hodges
M-Kenneth P. Hrin
M-Dale S. Jacobsen
M-Joseph L. Jarvis
D-Mark Edmund Joseph
D-Jennifer D. Kukay-Kirk
M-Darin A. Larson
D-Robert Bruce Larson
M-Joan Wai Yan Lee
M-Ying Liu (S.D.)
M-Lora Rey Loveland
D-Jason L. Mefford
M-David Samuel Merrick
A-Gerald Nicholas Metully
M-Marti Christina Miles
D-Dove Helene Naeringsrud
D-Tamara L. O'Connor-Rogers
M-Kathy S. Ottinger
D-Peter Frank Opio Okeyo
M-Ross H. Patterson
M-Jason R. Pett
M-Steve M. Pierce
D-Shawn Marie Pratt
M-Wendy Marie Powell
A-Rosemarie E. Ray (S.D.)
D-Jon A. Rolph
D-Robert A. Rouse
M-Heidi L. Rutledge
M-Sonia Renee Saenz
M-Taylor Jay Sant
D-Teresa Rae Schmaljohn
M-Paul Lawrence Schoffstall
M-Julie T. Smith
D-Larry J. Sowards
D-Tamara K. Storer
D-Chunhong Yu Thirion (S.D.)
M-Shannon Thomas
D-Jeffery D. Thompson
M-LaVar Keith Thompson
D-Tedi S. Thompson
D-Troy N. Torres
M-Dane D.S. Tweedy
D-James Otis Vance
D-Andra Wagner
M-Susan Denise Wagner
D-Brian E. Warner
M-Glenida C. Weber
D-Mark E. Willford
D-Lori Reina Yadon
A-Jill Echo Yost
M-Vincent B. Young

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, ACCOUNTING
D-Debbie Marie Morrison (S.D.)
D-Terrie L. Wehren

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, ACCOUNTING - INTERNAL AUDIT OPTION
M-William R. Bergstrom
D-Jason G. Black
D-Christina Thomas Bouché
D-Thomas A. Cade
M-Pui Chun Chan
D-Scott Ross Clegg
M-Jennifer R. Dauven
D-Raymon David
A-Clint A. Eichelberger (S.D.)
M-Jaime Mejia Flores
M-Shawn L. Hansen (S.D.)
A-Steven M. Hansen
M-Daniel Elwood Hawkins
M-Phillip Earl Kensler

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS
M-Uzma Ahmed
M-Sharol Ann Aranda
M-Greg Arnold
D-William R. Bergstrom
D-Jason G. Black
D-Christina Thomas Bouché
D-Thomas A. Cade
M-Pui Chun Chan
D-Scott Ross Clegg
M-Jennifer R. Dauven
D-Raymon David
A-Clint A. Eichelberger (S.D.)
M-Jaime Mejia Flores
M-Shawn L. Hansen (S.D.)
A-Steven M. Hansen
M-Daniel Elwood Hawkins
M-Phillip Earl Kensler

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS
M-Larry J. Rich
M-Kelby D. Rovig
M-Gary Tilman Turner, Jr. (S.D.)
M-Christopher Michael Victory
M-Manie Ann Webb

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
M-Joshua James Cory
M-Charles W. Eddy
M-Stacy Kaye Gordon
M-Kristina Ann Harmon
M-Marc Jesse Marshall

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
A-Ted B. Fuller (S.D.)
M-John Eric Troyer

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, BUSINESS ECONOMICS
M-Aaron Matthew Jaques
D-Robert A. Sturgill

BACHELOR OF ARTS, ECONOMICS, INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS OPTION
A-Kent Phillip Briggs

BACHELOR OF ARTS, ECONOMICS, QUANTITATIVE OPTION
M-Zeynep Kocabiyik

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

M-Tamara Ann Beach
M-Steven J. Berggren
M-Kimber L. Bevans
M-Camille S. Brown
D-Brandon Scott Burns
D-Frances Marian Caprai
M-Linglie Chen
M-Robert M. Cooper
M-Christine Louise Cragin
A-Bruce Kenneth Dukelow
A-Rick M. Gonzalez
D-Tracey Michelle Greenlee
M-Kelly L. Heagy
M-Todd R. Hill
D-Anna Fay Hoo
D-James Timothy Hungelmann
A-Mark R. Kroll
D-Patricia M. Lacayo
M-Todd Gary Lowman
M-Michael B. Lydon
M-Sherry A. Maestas

M-Cheryl Elaine McCord
M-Julie Miller
M-Dana Cass Montony
D-Larry Brent Morris
D-Kimberly Marie Murphy
A-Jason Scott Patterson
M-Scott Wikle Raebier
D-Ellen Reitz-Meyer
M-Thomas Karl Rosenthal
M-Katie L. Siedenstrang
M-Janet A. Stephens
D-Kenneth W. Stephens
M-Mark D. Tidd
M-Christoph Tjiang
D-Manrique Vega
M-Annette Marie Waller-Adkins
D-Brenda D. Wanner
M-Dong Wei
M-Gang Xu
M-Stacy Jo Yager

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CAPS, GOWNS, HOODS - are to be returned to the Recreational Gym in the Pavilion IMMEDIATELY following the ceremony.

PHOTOGRAPHS - Photographs will be taken of each graduate by Chappell Studio, Inc. as s/he receives the diploma. A free proof will be provided by mail; and orders may be placed, if desired, by any graduate.

Guests are requested to remain in the seating areas during the entire ceremony including processional and recessional. The main floor will be open for picture taking following the program.

ELEVATOR - An elevator is available at entrance 1 (northeast) for use when stairs are a barrier.

EMERGENCY CARE - Emergency medical personnel will be stationed on the parquet level (orange seating area) as well as in the First Aid Room in the lobby area at entrance 1 (northeast).

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The Commencement Committee expresses its special appreciation to Leslie A. Blackburn, Instructor and Program Head in Horticulture, and her students for arranging the flowers for the ceremonies.

The program cover was designed by Julie Erb, Boise State University Printing & Graphic Services.

ACADEMIC DRESS

For centuries academic dress has been associated with learning. Its origin is considered to be ecclesiastical, though the gown of the medieval scholar may have developed out of the ordinary civilian costume of an earlier period. The medieval scholar was often a monk, who found the hood and gown a protection against the cold of his cell. The sleeves of his gown were used for carrying his books and supplies.

In the United States, three types of gowns and three types of hoods have been devised for the bachelors, masters, and doctors, respectively. The square caps are the same except that the doctor's may be made of velvet and have a tassel of gold.

The distinguishing characteristic of the gowns is the sleeves: pointed and hanging to the knee, for the bachelor; closed (the arm coming through a slit at the elbow), square at the end, extending well below the knee, for the master; full, round, open, bell-shaped, adorned with three bars of velvet, for the doctor.

The colors on the hoods represent two things; the wearer's Alma Mater and the department of learning. The lining of silk is in the color or colors of the college or university granting the degree. The trimming of velvet is the color that represents the department of learning in which the degree was obtained. The velvet trimming on a doctor's gown may also be of the departmental color or it may be black.